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Dans le cadre de l’atelier thématique du CEIAS Régionalisme & cosmopolitisme : l’Inde du Sud

The first lecture will introduce the eleventh‐century Paramāra king Bhoja and set out the problem
of how the historical figure of Bhoja was transformed into a legendary figure and how this
transformation may be used to understand the changing relations between kingship, literature
and history in second millennium CE. It will then focus on the reputation of king Bhoja in his own
times and how, with the sacking of the city of Dhārā by the Calukyas of Gujarat, Bhoja was
absorbed into story telling traditions that cast him as a latter day Vikramāditya.

Dans le cadre du colloque international ‘Raja‐mandala: In the Kings’ Circle’

This essay will explore how modes of royal and courtly power were replicated and appropriated
by political subordinates and corporate groups in moments of political recession and collapse.
Examining late and post‐Chola times (13th‐15th centuries) in the Kaveri Delta, the paper argues
that political technologies of the ‘state’ were used by local actors to form pacts and agreements to
constitute local forms of power.

Dans le cadre du séminaire du CEIAS Actualité de la recherche sur l'Asie du Sud

This lecture will review developments within the field of medieval history. It will assess major
changes in the discipline over the last three decades, as an earlier model driven historiography has
given way to newer ‘revisionist’ work that has recalibrated the epochal divisions of precolonial
history, created new archives, and explored material and textual sources in new ways. It will
assess the gains and limitations of these developments and suggest avenues for future
historiographical development.

Dans le cadre de l’atelier thématique du CEIAS L’amour entre norme et transgression : art, histoire, fiction

This lecture will explore the role of Bhoja in the transformation of literary culture in India from
the 13th century. It will argue that Bhoja becomes particularly associated with a comparatively
new imagination in Sanskrit literary circles with a scholastic interest in poetic virtuosity and the
biographization of the Sanskrit literary tradition. This is epitomized by stories of Bhoja’s court as a
literary salon of fantastic proportions, attended by the very best poets of Sanskrit literature, that
begin as early as the 13th century and culminates in the 16th century.

